Mobile Phone Anomalous Behaviour Detection for Real-time Information Theft Tracking
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Abstract—Due to the prevalence of mobile phones usage and their increasing features and functionalities, the amount of personal and confidential data residing in the phones is becoming substantial. In the event of information theft by applications residing on the phones, the loss of such important data can be damaging to the user’s reputation or result in a financial loss. We show in this paper how these applications can appear to be non-malicious but are stealthily retrieving and exporting confidential information without leaving any trace, thus bypassing detections by current state-of-the-art anti-virus solutions. We propose a tool to detect and track the behaviour of these applications in real-time so as to collect evidence. Using this tool, we can successfully monitor the applications non-intrusively, detect the “misbehaving” applications, alert the users, and log the evidence of malicious activities with timestamp information to facilitate forensic investigations and institute accountability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As mobile phones are becoming increasingly prevalent and are constantly evolving into “smarter” devices (i.e. smartphones with higher processing power and enhanced features), it is a common scenario that users are installing applications that appeal to them while at the same time generating and storing more personal information on their phones. In the presence of information theft activities introduced by the installed applications, there is a risk of users losing their personal and sensitive information, or confidential corporate data (e.g. emails).

Due to the potential risks, the capabilities to perform detection of such malicious information theft activities on the phones and the collection of relevant evidence to facilitate forensic investigation become essential. However, current mobile phone forensics are still restricted to the research and analysis of static data on the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM), memory cards and the internal flash memory [1], [2], [4], [5], [8], [10]–[13], [16], [19].

To achieve anti-theft protection and anti-virus scanning on mobile phones and devices, there exist several mobile devices security solutions [6], [7], [9], [15], [18] in the market. The features of these solutions include blocking the phones, deleting the data and finding the phone (via GPS and map display) through remote access by the user, in the event that the user loses his/her phone. They also support the detection and removal of malicious applications from the phones. However, the detection of virus is through a signature based mechanism and do not support anomaly detection or real-time monitoring for information theft protection against malicious applications. More information on the related work is discussed in Section II.

In this paper, we propose a tool to monitor, detect, and track cyber criminal activities relating to information thefts on the mobile phones or devices. The tool intercepts sensitive information access non-intrusively (i.e. without interfering with normal application operations), triggers an alert and performs evidence collection (i.e. logging and timestamping) for mobile devices. In our work, we focus on mobile phones running the Android operating system. The reason is that while there exists the availability of a high number of applications in the Android Market online portal, the market place is not well regulated, unlike the iPhone App Store. Applications written by third party developers are not required to be approved before being available for download by mobile phone users. This scenario presents a potential risk in malicious activities being introduced to the phones. In addition, Android is a new mobile platform but its fast rising popularity among users and the phone manufacturers [14] calls for a need for us to address the security and forensic issues with regards to the information theft problem.

The rest of the paper is organised as follow. In Section II, we present an overview of the related work in the area of mobile phone anti-spyware. We describe the design of our detection and tracking tool in Section III. The experiments and results are presented and discussed in Section IV. Future work is described in Section V and conclusions follow in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In the personal computer terminology, malicious applications or software include viruses, worms and other exploits. Such malicious applications or software can also exist in mobile phones, and can be exploited by criminals to steal...
sensitive information from the phones’ users discreetly. In this section, we discuss the current state-of-the-art mobile security solutions.

There are a number of anti-virus software in the market for mobile devices, such as the Kaspersky Mobile Security [15] and Norton Smartphone Security [7]. They support the Symbian and Windows mobile platforms. Mobile security solutions for Android include the Droid Security [9], SMobile Mobile Security [18] and F-Secure Mobile Security [6]. The Droid Security tool enables the user to remotely block and delete the data on the phone in the event that the phone is lost. Other features include the GPS locator, virus scanning and the identification of dangerous websites. Similar features are supported by the SMobile Mobile Security and the F-Secure Mobile Security solutions.

We tested the freely available trial version of the Droid Security solution to detect the presence of a malicious application on the Android phone. We built the malicious application based on the code snippet of a simple tips calculator [17] by modifying it to access the phone contacts information and exporting it to an external party in the background. Therefore, in the foreground, the application appears to be an innocent looking application performing basic calculator operations but is in fact carrying out information theft activities stealthily.

![Fig. 1: Scan results with Droid Security](image)

When using the Droid Security software to scan for malicious applications, it could not detect the tips calculator as potentially harmful to the user. Figure 1 shows the results of scanning the phone with the Droid Security. All the installed applications were found to be clean.

Through this small experiment, we observed that although existing mobile security solutions can provide protection from information theft due to the physical loss of the mobile phones or devices and support virus scanning to detect and remove known malicious software, there is a need for a solution to monitor, detect, alert and collect evidence of information theft (which is conducted stealthily) on the mobile phones in real-time so as to facilitate the forensic investigations of such violations by the law enforcement agencies. Therefore, in this paper, we design a real-time information theft detection and application behaviour tracking tool, and present it in the next section.

III. INFORMATION THEFT DETECTION AND TRACKING

Most of the applications for Android are available in the Android Market which is an online store for Android applications. Users browse and download applications published by third-party developers as an open service and this process is not well regulated [3]. Thus, it is difficult to determine whether a newly available application is malicious or not. To perform a real-time monitoring and detection of the anomalous and suspicious behaviour of installed applications, we propose designing a tool that intercepts selected applications’ access to sensitive information and alerts the user of their intentions.

A. API Hooking

The Application Programming Interface (API) is an interface which is used by an application to request services from libraries and operating systems. Hooking is a technique where the normal program flow is diverted. API Hooking is a procedure where the API calls by programs to interact with the kernel are intercepted. Figure 2 shows an overview of API hooking.

![Fig. 2: API Hooking](image)

There are two types of hooks, unprivileged and privileged hooks. Unprivileged hooks can only be executed within the user program address space through library injections while privileged hooks can be executed in kernel level to replace or add on to system calls.

B. Tool Design

In Android, the applications access the kernel through “legal entry points”, which are known as the system calls. The
System calls enable the mobile phone applications to access the kernel while maintaining the system’s stability. They provide an interface for a user-space process to request for operating services such as specific accesses to different hardwares or fundamental services (e.g. generic system read and write as shown in Figure 3).

![System Call Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3: System Call**

System call interception is an example of a privileged hook (3). Even though a malicious application can function discreetly on the phone, its operating system service access can still be intercepted so as to facilitate the monitoring of its actual underlying activities. Therefore, to detect any suspicious theft activities, we build a loadable kernel module to observe the user selected applications and detect any request for services from the operating system to access sensitive and confidential information on the phone. This monitoring module “captures” the system calls to support our tool’s analysis of the activities undertaken by the applications.

To perform system calls interception on the phone, we accessed the system call table to locate the system call references. The system call table address at 0xc0539900 was revealed through the “print &sys_call_table” call. After which, we added the functions to intercept specific system calls (i.e. system access, network socket calls, folder deletion, change of ownership rights). The program flow can also be diverted automatically if the calls are found to be malicious (Figure 4). Our tool binds to an application upon selection and non-intrusively monitors its activities and alerts upon access to sensitive information on the phone. In a compromised application, the tool can detect the anomalies even if the application “misbehaves” in the background.

**IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

For our experiments, we configured our tool as follow.

1) Observe and log all important system calls (i.e. system access, network socket calls, folder deletion, change of ownership rights)
2) Specify the alert conditions (e.g. read/write access to contacts information) to detect suspicious activities and possible information theft, and to inform users in real-time (i.e. display floating messages over the applications)
3) Log suspicious activities with timestamp information in the background for evidence collection and forensic investigations

We conducted two experiments. The first was an experiment to track the behaviour of an Internet browser application on the Android phone. The second experiment was conducted on the “misbehaving” tips calculator mentioned in Section II.

In the first experiment, we selected the default Internet browser on the phone to be started. Our tool will advise the user to load the interception module so as to bind to the application. The user then started using the browser as usual while the behaviour tracking was conducted in the background (refer to Figure 5). As the application was not accessing any
In the second experiment, we first run the tips calculator application without activating our tool. After the application was started, it accessed the phone contacts information stealthily in the background while the user was using the application. The contacts information on the Android phone was successfully sent to the external party phone through SMSes. We performed a manual investigation of the “sent messages” records on the phone and found that no trace of the export could be found. We closed the application and started it again; this time with our tool activated. In this case, the following alert was triggered.

Alert: 12:20 PM April 12, 2010 System accessing /data/data/com.android.providers.contacts/databases/contacts.db-journal directory.

The log file was updated and the floating message was also displayed over the application to inform the user (refer to Figure 6).

As shown in the experiments, the detection and tracking tool can reliably capture suspicious activities due to the access to secure information, in real-time. These activities are logged and timestamped, and stored in the phone’s non-volatile memory to enable further forensic analysis. The user is also alerted of the ongoing underlying suspicious activities carried out by the application through a real-time display of warning messages. This enables the user to be aware of potentially harmful applications even without any prior knowledge that the application is malicious.

V. FUTURE WORK

Our planned future work includes implementing further enhancements to the tool to include the monitoring of relevant Android application interfaces such as the radio interface layer. This would enable the support of a more detailed logging of information such as the phone number to which the stolen data is exported to or which server is accessed by the malicious application. Another enhancement includes the automatic exporting of logged evidence to a server to support further forensic investigation. The displayed alert messages could also be made more understandable (i.e. less technical) to the common users.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

As mobile phones become more prevalent with increasing personal sensitive information and possibly confidential corporate data (e.g. accessed through emails) generated or downloaded on to the phones, there exists a potential risk of losing important information due to malicious information theft exploits. With the growing size of the available applications in the Android market, there is also an increased chance of a malicious application being installed successfully...
by the users unknowingly. The high possibility of potential mobile information theft crimes call for the need to address the security and forensic issues to institute accountability.

Although there exist anti-virus solutions in the market for mobile phones and devices, malicious information theft applications can bypass their detection by remaining stealth at the application level. Since access to the confidential data is an essential step to stealing it, we non-intrusively intercept the system services access, track the behaviour of the applications and alert the user (and record such violations) when the applications “misbehave” by accessing the data they are not supposed to. We implemented our tool for the Android mobile operating system platform due to its rising popularity and its open service online application market. We showed through experiments that even though no SMS record of the stolen data export could be found during a manual investigation, our tool can reliably detect and track the malicious access in real-time. Our tool is also flexible and highly configurable to indicate which system calls to observe and which data access will trigger alerts.
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